Jan 30th 1839

From: The Principal of the Hindu College

To: Government Agent, Delhi to the Hindu College

Sir,

I have the honor to forward the subscription to the committee a letter copy addressed from the Head Master of the Putehalle, explaining what in his opinion are the causes which have retarded its success. He suggests that the boys should be admitted from the Putehalle into the College at a higher age than they are now admitted generally, but I cannot think this proceeding would be advisable for boys that begin the English after a certain age can never be made good scholars in that language. Of some other encouragement the Putehalle to the Putehalle students—such as were or two admissions to the College annually.
it might advance the interests of the present Establishment and help to raise it from its present state.

Shane the honor to be

your most obedient

Principal.

13 June 1849